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ANNIE GET YOUR GUN

THIS WEEK'S PAPER

HAVE A RIP-ROARIN'GOOD TIME WITH BUFFALO
BILL'S W I L D W E S T S H O W AND SEE W H O IS
C R O W N E D " C H A M P E E N OF THE W O R L D " —
ANNIE OAKLEY OR FRANK BUTLER.

WARNING: IRAN BAKING
ACAKE —FROSTING MAY
MELT YOUR FACE. SEE
OPINION FOR DETAILS.
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REGiSTKATION TOTAL TO iOTE:821

^

TOTAL NEEDED TO CANCEL CLASS ON NOVEMBER 3: •

IRAN TEST-FIRES
MISSILES

Iran
test-fired
the
Shahab-3
and
Sajjii
surface-to-surface missiles
capable of striking any
target within a 1,200-mile
radius Sunday, according
to the Associated Press.
This places Israel, U.S. bases
in the iWiddie East and
parts of Europe square irv
Iranfs sights.
This, news comes days
after the U.S. and other
allied nations disclosed
a secret underground
uranium .
enrichment
facility, in Iran. ^ Israeli
otticials believe the facility,
once thought to be shut
down, is clear evidence
that : Iranian leaders are
developing
a
nuclear
bomt), according to the
Associated Press.

ONE HUGE BABY

A 19.2 pound, 24 inch
baby, Ai^bar, was born
in
Indonesia
through
cesarean section, setting a
new record for the largest
child born in the nation,
according to the Press
Association, An excess of
glucose "ecsived from his

d .ibttic 11-jth-r -I'll, '-I

while in the womb, caused

AKi,.jrs ii-u',...ii /.

Students drive voting
The patriotic colors of red, white and blue were thoroughly
emphasized last fall as Liberty University encouraged its students
to vote in the presidential election. The colors are once again being
promoted but for a slightly different reason,
A m a n d a Sullivan
N E W S EDITOR

Liberty is encouraging voter registration a m o n g students with a deadline of
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Oct. 5. Hov\'ever, this time the focus is on a local rather than a national level. 'Ilie
issues and representatives students will vote o n will affect tuition rates, food taxes,
sales taxes and lodging taxes.
"For years, w e focused on national politics," Chancellor Jerry Falwell Jr. said.
"Tlie local political issues have m u c h m o r e ot a direct effect on students and their
pocket b o o k s than any national issues or election b u t students were not allowed,
to vote locally."
T h r o u g h o u t the years. Liberty students have been major contributors
to the e c o n o m i c success ot Lynchburg, according to Falwell.

However,

despite students' financial support, the city council has opted to .spend the
majority of the f u n d s it collected from students in d o w n t o w n

Lynchburg

and away from Liberty he said.
"Just last week, T h e N e w s and Advance printed a story about h o w the city is
leads to a very small neighborhood," Falwell said.."I e-mailed the city manager and
asked him where the m o n e y for that (project) was coming from. H e said the city
had set aside $3 million for the project."
Tlie City of Lynchburg has also f u n d e d similar projects like the Fifth .Street traffic
circle downtown. "I d o u b t the traffic circle will help the business on Fifth Street, but
it will look pretty so (the council is) willing to spend the money" Falwell said.
By f u n d i n g these project.?, the city has elevated the D-Street bridge and the
traffic circle to b e a higher priority than building a safe way for pedestrians to cross
Wards Road.
"Thousands of people would benefit from Wards Road improvements, n o t just
sidewalks but improvements to the roads." Falwell said. "We don't have m o n e y for
that, b u t w e have m o n e y to repair the D-Street bridge even t h o u g h y o u can still get
to that n e i g h b o r h o o d easily w i t h o u t the bridge. You just have to go a little further
d o w n the road."
See VOTING

3,000 gather to pray
Matthew Coleman

I
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A S S I S T A N T N E W S EDITOR

Despite the rainy weather, nearly 3,000 students gathered in the Vines Center |
Tuesday Sept. 22, for the annual See You At T h e Pole (SYATP) to pray for America |
and Liberty University

|

Students from every state in America and others fi:om China, Africa, Brazil, Mexico, |
Australia and Europe attended. S o m e b o w e d their heads and closed their eyes, s o m e
stared ahead and raised their hands. Every student united for o n e cause.
"My wife (Becki Falwell) was so m o v e d by all these Idds here voluntarily praying
that it brought her to tears w h e n they brought us d o w n to pray for us," Chancellor Jerry
Falwell Jr. said. "It is so encouraging to see y o u n g people like this. It gives you n e w h o p e
for the future of the country."
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Yield to Traffic — The lack of a crosswalk forces students to

endanger their lives by making a mad dash across Wards Road.

New
Traditions
Students
created
afiotiier
tutiition
of pili-hing lent'.
;ind o-iinping o-jt
o\,s"rng!n ri»xt to tho
footlnh sladuim. Th.'^
ca'tipgr-nmd hds boci
diibhed ' Rocco-ville"
afttjr Coach Danny
Rocco.

See SYATP on A4
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going to replace the D-Street bridge, which is an old bricige that is decaying that
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Second in the series -— Feature explores
what's Inside Amazement Square
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News
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a%
A look at Lynchburg's financial engine.
The next edition will include a special
tabloid that further explores the relationship between the City of Lynchuburgand Liberty University.
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Liberty University's Provost Dr. BoydRist has recently been diagnosed with
Multiple Myeloma. Liberty officials ask
that students, faculty and staff be in
prayer for Ristand his family in the coming months. He is progressing well, Rist
has been a pift of Liberty's faculty since
1973.

SHRM hosts panel

The Society of Human Resource IVlanagement (SHRIVl) hosted three members from the Central Virginia SHRM for
its panel on Sept. 24. The professionals
included Human Resource directors and
a chairman of Central Virginia's SHRM,
J h e professionals covered topics such
as resume building, internships and
work-experience and when to attend
graduate school. The panel also gave
interview tips to students.
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VOTING continued
Although the city council's voting patterns have not benefited Liberty, the students' interest in voting may be turning
some heads.
"Since 4,200 students registered to
vote last year and almost 1,000 this year,
the council finally made some moves
to create pedestrian facilities on Wards
Road," Falwell said. "They have not funded anything yet, but they did create the
plan and had a couple oFhearings," >
Although the city has approved the
Wards Road project, it is unclear what
the funding source will be. The City of
Lynchburg's solution seems to be the
most recent ordinance passed - the Bigbox ordinance.
"The city is scrambling to make it look
like it is doing something about the situation o n Wards Road," Falwell said. "Unfortunately, their solution seems to focus
on forcing Liberty .students and big box
retailers to pay for the fix. Just last week,
they passed a Big-boJ ordinance designed
to give (the city) more power to force big
box retailers to pay for public road and pe-

"DrRist

destrian improvements."
Tlie ordinance was not supported by
everyone on council.
"1 voted and fought against this ordinance," Councilman JefiF Helgeson said,
"This new law takes away rights of property owners. In this tough economic time,
we should be encouraging business and
investment in Lynchburg, not putting up
more onerous government hurdles and
regulation."
"It will negatively impact the property
owners, and will be another roadblock for
new businesses to locate and invest millions of their dollars here in Lynchburg,"
Helgeson said.
The Big-box ordinance and projects
such as Wards Road, the D-Street bridge
and the Fifth Street traffic circle are just
some of the more visible ways students
are affected by the city council's votes.
Students are also affected - every time
they go out to eat, shop at Walmart or
invite their parents to visit for Homecoming - through the high tax rates.
"(Students) realize that every time
they go to McL^onalds they have to add
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11.5 percent for a local food tax, and then
to add insult to injury, the money is being
spent on downtown pet projects," Helgeson said. "Or (their tuition is increased because of the) extra permit fees the (school
pays) every time the university needs to
build."
Falwell and others like Helgeson are
encouraging students to register to vote
and show up at the polls.
"With 11,900 students o n campus, if
only half of them vote, they could easily
affect the outcome of local council elections," Helgeson said, ""^fhey could elect
council members that realize that Liberty
University and its students are ofvital importance to this community."
"Liberty students have the re.sponsibility to step up to the plate and make
sure Liberty is treated fairly," Falwell said,
"(Tlien) we can work towards making
Liberty University a world class university, so .students can display their diplomas
with pride for generations to come."
Contact Amanda Sullivan at
amsullivan3(a)libertyedu.

Grad writes fantasy adventure book
Lee Sandy

NEWS REPORTER

A new book is out on the shelves this
fall, and it's written by one of Liberty's
own.
Liberty alumnus, I'aul Watson published the high-intensity, fantasy novel,
"Protect," which was released in July.
Watson said he always wanted to create a fictional world by writing, and when
he came to Liberty in 2004 he decided
to come up with a story of his very own.
After a few long breaks between writing,
Watson's world was complete, and the
world ofTerra was born.
Characters in Teira of various alien
races are identified in dialogue by six
different fonts. For example, humans are
in standard Times N e w Roman, darker
races are in Gothic font, and "elegant"
races are in cursive type. Tlie book also
includes a Lord of the Rings-style map
ofTerra.
"I want people to not only be entertained, but get something out of the moral and .spiritual messages incorporated
within the novel," Watson said. "I should

Moving on up

Associate Professor of Health Science ^
Jim Schoffstall was recently elected /'if
Area 24 Coordinator for The Special
Olympic Piedmont District. Prior t^ v:.
his election, he served as the organi- ;
zations local coordinator for the City |
Qt Lynchburg, Schofstall's new duties
will include promoting awareness for
the Special Olympics as wells as en- •
couraging community involvement,

Hall of Fame

Liberty University began a new tradition
on Sept, 26 at the football game as the
school inducted its first three members
into the sport hall of fame. Calvin Edwards, Elena Keseleva Bengds and the
late Dr. Jerry Falwell Sr. were honored,
Chancellor Jerry Falwell Jr. stood in
place of his father to receive the honor,
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note, the messages 1 have in die novel are
presented in ways that 1 believe won't
sound preachy to people."
With help fro'm Dr. Elmer Towns,
Watson was able to find a publisher
through the Christian Writers Guild's
Les Stobbe. He taught Watson how to
contact publishers, and Tate Publishing
offered him a contract in June 2008.
"I read the first three chapters and saw
that he had a great talent," Dr. Towns said.
"Paul is very responsible; he took my suggestions and produced the book that we
presently have,"
Traci Jones, a marketing representative fi-om Tate Publishing said that the
book is selling well after just two months
of being out on the shelves.
"Tlie target audience for 'Protect' is
young adults, males, junior high to college age," Jones said. "It's for those who
enjoy adventure novels and have an interest in the fantasy genre."
Curtis Wrinkle, executive editor at
Tate Publishing has enjoyed working on
Watson's novel and found it to be an easy
and entertaining read.

"'Protect' is one of the best written
fantasy projects I've had the opportunity
to work on," Wrinkle said. "Paul was a
delight to work with and we feel the final
result is a cjuality tale that a lot of readers
are going to enjoy."
Watson's desire to write continues to
fuel his imagination.
"I love creating stories and fictional
characters and new worlds," Watson said.
"1 love how I don't know exactly what's
going to happen until I get in the story."
Watson is a native of Raleigh, N.C.
and is currently looking to get his master
of communications as a Liberty graduate
student. Watson also works as a graduate
student assistantforthe communications
department.
Tlie book is currently available at
Barnes and Noble locations in the area as
well as at Tliomas Road Baptist Church,
in the Main Street Lobby area. It can also
be purchased online at Amazon.com.
Contact Lee Sandy at
rasandy(«)libertyed\i.
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THE12TH MAN

Liberty starts new tradition
James Heeley

NEWS REPORTEB

With football teams consisting of 11 players, some universities have adopted a tradition
called '"Ihe i2th man," which represents the
team's most valuable supporters; the student
body itself' 'Hie seventh largest university in
America, Texas A&M was the first school to
develop the idea in 1922.
Inspired by an ex-athlete who attended
one of A&M's games, "he came to be thought
ofas the 12th Man because he stood ready for
duty in the event that the 11 men on the gridiron needed assistance. 'Iliat spirit of readiness
for service, desire to support and enthusiasm
helped kindle a flame of devotion among the
entire student body
a spirit that has grown
throughout the years. Tlie entire student body
at A&M is the 12th man, and they stand during the entire game to show their support. 'Ihe
12th man is always in the stands waiting to be

called upon if they are needed," according to dents were scouted to partake in the 12th man
A&M's website.
display
Liberty University has taken the idea to
"Each hall has its own seven to eight repheart. W h e n asked by Athletics Director Jeff resentatives, and the winning dorm, judged by
Barber to draft a proposal to e.stablish a similar their level of support, will have the privilege of
tradition at Liberty, Athletic Marketing Assis- carrying the 12th man flag around the field,"
tant Allen Sparks and a group of odiers went Sparks said.
right to work. After l^arber placed his finishing
"It was incredible!" 12th man participant
touches on the project. Liberty's newest ath- Josiah IMcClure said. "We were awarded the
letic tradition was born.
opportunity at the Chancellor's CookoLit dur"Barber brought the 12th man to IJberty ing Fre.shman Week. We got all painted up and
as a way to recognize our fan base and its im- met in the Hancock Center 30 minutes before
portance to team success," Sparks said. '"Ihe the game. It was such an adrenaline rush to be
Seattle Seahawks did something very similar. considered the first students in LU history tq
'Hie concept ofbeing loud and unified is what perform this event."
the 12th man symbolizes,"
Participant Sean Philpoft also expressed
"What a success!" shouted Sparks. "'^The his gratitude.
'"Ihe marching band aligned in two rows in
12th man really brought out the cheers we
front of the tunnel. All eight of us then ran out,
were seeking at Saturday's game."
At the tailgate parties prior to the Sept. 12 waving the 12th man flag all the way down and
game, the most creative, active and excited stu- around the field, followed by the cheerleaders

carrying the Liberty flag and then the football
players greeted by mist and giant flames. It was
awesome." Philpott said. "Tlien we regrouped
with our dorm in the front row of the stands.
We also got to keep the 12th man flag as a souvenir!"
At the game. Sparks approached Leo
Howell, a member of school's fan club, "LUnatics." Howell, a sport management major,
was pleasantly surprised at Sparks's request
for eight group members to participate in the
12th man next game.
"He asked if we would like to run the flags
for the James Madison game," Howell said.
"We were totally honored because we knew
this performance was only meant to privilege
the dorms, but Sparks said this was to reward
us for all our hard work."
Con tact James Begley at
jbegley((i)libertyedu.

Atix Towi-us

Lynchburg Inn
houses sick students
Cat Hewett

NEWS REPORTER

Saunders said that students moved to the Inn are assigned
an RA who can check in on them.
Saunders urged students to check the "Information for Students" link on the Liberty Web site, which teaches how to prevent illness and what to do if they find themselves getting sick.
"Students should identify a 'flu buddy' that will be ready
willing and able to assist," the article said.
Saunders stressed the importance of students arranging a
"flu buddy." She said that students should not drive riiemselves
to and from the doctor's oliice to get their medicine.

"Stay in isolation and avoid contact with other individuals
until your temperature i,s 98 degrees without taking fever-reducing medications," the article said.
Students need to contact their Resident Director, RA and
professors if they are missing classes because of illness.
For more information about the Lynchburg Inn or how to
prepare for theflu,go to liberty.edu.
Contact Cat Hewett at
cahewett(a>liberty.edu.

'Hie cold and flu season is on the rampage, and swine tlu is
leading the charge. It is far more contagious and deadly than
any virus seen in past deCades, and Liberty is taking extra precautions to prevent outbreaks on campus. Liberty's Lynchburg Inn has reserved 20 medical rooms to isolate students
with swine flu and give them the necessaiy care required to
recuperate.
The service is voluntary, but the rooms provide students
with their own bathrooms and TVs, Director of Housing Betty
Saunders said. She added that the "med rooms" have sheets
and towels along with a few extra toiletries to help any ill student with the transition to the Inn.
"We have had about seven to nine students go through and
are back in the residence halls," Saunders said.
Saunders also said that some students have opted to stay on
their residence halls, while others have stayed off campus with
friends or family in the area.
'Hie Office of Student Housing has been working closely
with Building Services and the Office of Student Leadership
(OSL) to ensure that sick students are excused from classes
and taken care ofduring their illness, according to Saunders.
Students can receive sick trays from the Dining Hall
through their Resident Assistants (RA) and when a student
is diagnosed with the flu. Building Services does a thorough
cleaning of the dorm.
"'Iliey go through and clean doorknobs, handrails and banisters," Saunders said. "They also use harder disinfectants that
•LL OVHHIIBY
are geared more towards (the flu)."
Home Sweet Home — Students who have contracted the swine flu virus call the Lynchburg Inn home during
their illness. The Inn residents and RAs go out of their way to make the sick students feel at home.
SYATPaviiiiiml
Americas government, Liberty's administration and stafi'and the US. Armed Forces
were lilbd up in prayer by the students.
"'Iliis is a place that believes in tlie power
of prayer," Vice President o* Spiritual Development Dwayne Carson said. "We are saying
to our heavenly Father that we seek His face.
Tlic hope for this campus and tlie hope for this
country and world is God. We need Him to
come through for us."
"It was really great leaving everyone pray
for all these different things," junior Anthony
Jenne said. "1 believe that prayer works, and 1

can't wait to see the impact it will have at the
school."
Visual aid provided a deepened reaiit)' to
prayers the students offered. Six unitormed
Liberty University Police Department oHicers
stood before the student body as a prayer was
spoken for them.
" (I liked) having the visual aids, the people
representing what we were supposed to be
jM aying for," junior Eric Bell said.
liberty has kept the S'VATP tradition since
it began in 1990, according to Carson. Every
year since then, it has growai in size.
"People keep telling me that this is so cre-

ative," Carson said. "We don't just have a quick
prayer over one or two things. We are praying
over the multitude of different aspects of this
university."
"It is a public time to pray tor Libert)', our
impact and the nation as well," Campus Pastor
Michael Miller said.
While SYATP was held nationally on
Wednesday, Sept. 2X Liberty maintained its
tradition of holding its own meeting the day
before. Holding the event at night makes attendance easier for students wlio must contend with 7:40 a.m. classe^s, and it gives tliem a
chance to pray for those who \vill be gathering

the next day, according to Miller
"We do SYATP here at Libeit)' as a support to all of the. connections our students
have to their home town schools, specifically
high schools," Miller said. "It is a way (for students) to recognize their connections with
friends, teachers and coaches back home, who
must stand for Christ daily."
r

Contact Matthew Coleman at
mcoleman(®liberty.edu.
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Leading by eco-example
recycled products for to-go cups and sleeves.
Grocery stores feature more environmentally-friendly packaging
as well. Coca-Cola launched a new bottle prototype this
The United Nations met in New York City tor the first ever
Climate Week on Sept. 20. China and India were major play- year that uses less plastic for two-liter containers. Purex brand
ers of the summit, as they both are big contributors to global laundry detergent has a sleeker bottle for an updated look that
warming. Because ot" their emissions-burning status in the also uses less plastic than its old containers.
Over the past few years, eco-friendly product lines have
world, China and India were encouraged to start using renewable energy in the future, even though a bigger player, the made it easier for consumers to make greener choices. ComUnited States, has not pledged whole-heartedly to reduce car- panies nationwide are already executing environmental solutions, so why has Congress not yet mandated these measures
bon emissions.
As one of the top five leading nations, it is hypocritical for the for all companies? Half ofthe work is already being done, so the
United States to ask the 100 nations represented at the summit other half—that of legislation fi*oni our government—should
to reduce their pollution when as a nation we are not willing to be done to ratify the issue.
Britain will cut its emissions to 40 percent by utilizing lowdo the same.
"Tlie crisis today on climate change is the inability of the carbon energy sources by 2020, according to Reuters.com.
United States to put on the table credible emissions reduction Now it is Americas turn to step up. Before we can point the fintarget,s for 2020," India's environment minister Jairam Ramesh ger and address environmental issues of the world, the United
States needs to focus inward on reform.
said Sept. 22, according to the Associated Press.
Environmentally positive actions speak louder than ecoAs it stands, China and the United States each produce 20
percent of all greenhouse gasses, according to the Associated friendly words. America should not worry about other nations
Press. President Barack Obama said America will try to reduce taking steps to reduce carbon emissions, until we are taking
American emissions by 2020 to those ofl990, but there is no steps to do likewise.
serious agreement on the table.
Contact Abby Arnibruster at
Some American restaurants are making environmental efaarmbruster^libcrty.edu.
forts to make their eatery more eco-friendly For instance,
Panera Bread has reduced its use of paper by introducing new
plates and dinnerware, and Starbucks now uses post-consumer

H

AbbyArmbruster
OPil^lON REPORTER

How could you be so
heartless; Kanye?

CUKATIVE Cl)MM(1NS/S.

AfF.NNDI

Kwaku De-Graft-Duncan

OPINION REPORTER

If you have Kanye West and M T V Video Music Awards
(VMAs) in the same sentence, be aware it is a recipe for disaster. West's middle name might as well be controversy One of •
hip-hop's attention-grabbing and biggest icons is at it again, and
has the media in a frenzy
On Sept. 13, Taylor Swift won her first award at the 2009
M T V VMA.s. It was an incredibly special moment for the
talented country pop singer, but it was short-lived. Swift's acceptance speech was disrupted as West stormed the stage and
snatched the microphone from the debutant winner.
'Tm really happyforyou, and 1 'm going to let you finish, but
Beyonce had one of the best videos of all time, one of the best
videos of all time!" the rapper obnoxiously projected from the
stage.
'Iliere is no doubt that West's crazy stunt was disrespectful,
disgusting and inexcusable.
However, West could not care less if Beyonce won because
there is a hidden agenda in all of this. In one single moment,
West stole Swift's deserved spodight and diverged all the attention away from MTV's award show.
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As a result. West catapulted himself to the top of the latest
events. In the days following the awards show, he bacome one
of the leading trend topics on Twitter, 'lliere were also countless status updates bashing and praising West on Facebook. He
was the one making headlines, not Taylor Swift, and that is exactly what he wanted.
West issued an apology to Swift, but the damage has been
already done. Tliis is not the first outburst West has used in an
attempt to promote his work and flaunt his oversized ego.
On Nov. 14, 2004, the hip-hop artist hijacked the stage in
similar fashion at the American Music Awards (AMAs) claiming he should have won the Best New Aitist, according to
MTVcom.
"Upon hearing he has lost the Best New Artist award to 'redneck woman' Gretchen Wilson, West storms out of the AMAs
in a show of protest. He later tells reporters, 'I felt like 1 was definitely robbed... 1 was the best new artist this year,'" according to
an article from MTVcom.
It is a clear sign that West has a sore-loser complex. He will
rain on other artistss parade any chance he gets, forcing all the
focus onto himself and his music.
A further example came after Hurricane Katrina hit New Orleans and the Red Cross organized a fundraiser for hurricane
relief Tlie event was going well until West opened his mouth,
bringing more chaos to an already traumatic event, when he
stated, "George Bush doesn't care about black people," according to Mashable.com.
N o doubt the rapper was entitled to his opinion, but his controversial statement overshadowed the good intentions of the
Red Q-oss. Once again all eyes were on Kanye West, and he
wpuld not have it any other way
• Then in Sept. 2007, West staged a rivalry with friend and fellow rapper 50 Cent prior to the simultaneous release of their
respective albums in a desperate attempt to boost marketing
sales. Tliey aggressively used the media to their advantage. 'Ihey
taunted each other on late-night shows and acted out their beef
on award shows, according to National Public Radio.
As an established artist, West is obsessed with the attention
from the media. He has an insatiable urge to be on top and does
not care who he offends or hurts to get there. He may be an
obnoxious and an inconsiderate rapper but know that this is ,
t)'pical Kanye West —either love him or hate him.

AIDS is an undeniable tragedy. It is rampant in many
countrie,f. United States researchers have recently discovered antibodies that may lead to development of
a vaccine for the AIDS causing human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), according to the Sept. 4 issue of
Science.
Prior to tlais^ several organizations such as Avery,
CenterforAIDS Prevention and the Samaritan's Purse
have been working to stop the spread of the disease
through e d u a t i o n while providing for the families
who are already suffering. Because AIDS has been in
America since 1981; it is not currently in the,news,
however, Americans all over the nation are learning
about it in school, magazines and at various religious
events. ,
.
Hie reason AIDS is not a greater epidemic in the
United States, is because we have the resources ajid the
will to take action. Swinefluhas only attacked America
within the past year
"Each year in the Untited States on average... .B6,00()
people die (rom flu-related causes," according to the
Center for Disease Control.
Tlie number is still not comparable to themillions
that have died in Africa. Nonetheless, individuals dying
in America are of equal value to those in other coujitries. It is a common misconception that swine flu
deaths are limited to persons with previous, illnesses.
O n Sept. S, a 32-year-old woman died at an Alabama
ho.'jpital with no biown health problems prior to contracting the Swine Flu.
Unlike AIDS, everyone is at some risk to contract
Bie swineflu.Although the death total is mitiimal so
far, it will only increase. Panicking is never ideal when
an epidemic strikes, but when action follows panic, it
saves lives.
Lauren jeffrL'y
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Contact Kwaku De-Graft-Duncan at
kduncan2(S)libertyedu.

fans were going to .storm our stadium and fill up the .student
.section before we did, so coming early was almost expected of
any Liberty football fan, rain or shine
So, in the spirit of supporting the football team despite the
dismal weather conditions, 1 donned a huge, dense sweatshirt,
a l.iaseball hat and Chucks and found a spot in the stadium
on the 10-yard line with odicr brave souls who defied the elements. Since 1 had nothing better to do to pass the time, 1 put
my observation skills to work,
1 could not have asked to participate in a better student
body Alter the gates opened at 4;30 p.ni, the student, side of
I have come to a concrete coi^lusion .jbout Liberty football
the stadium was immediately 7.S percent full (give or take a
fans: they are jusf plain nuts. W h o else cirnps out on the petew percentage points), and consistently filled up to the beginrimetei- of Williams Staglium the night before a big game, h.is
ning of the game. JMl.} did not follow through on their threat
tailgate parties in the rain, and claps together thund^ticks. to
to overwhelm our section, which 1 was more than ok with.
keep warm in the^tands a full two hours before kickoff, all in
N o t all Liberty students came as bundled up as I expected.
pouringJijwn,, nonstop rain?
Some ],''eop!e dressed in kiddie superhero costumes ran u p
I wasn't hardcorc enou^i to camp out or tailgate before the
aJid down die siadium steps, evoking cheers from their peers.
game against Noi'6-ranked J a m a Madison Uiiiversit)- {mostOther guys came shirtless and painted up. e\'en thougli they
ly because ofm)' iack.ot tenting gear, j car and a grill'l bui I did
looked like they had ciwtracted a bad rash when the rain meltgettothe^tadiumwlicn the gates opened forUbcrty students,
ed away patches of the paint on their body
at 4-30. Wc a."? a student body hiai heard rumors that J M 0
. f o r j h e rest(df»|ls, wiin did not Avant to risk hypothet-

iTiia (although I salute the previously mentioned diehards),
we were aintent to create consistent noise with our thunder
sticks, wave bed sheets spray-painted witii slogans ("Beat
J M U " was a common tlieme) and huddle togetlier to conserve heat Two-and-a-half hours later, we were rewarded for
our vigilance with the kickofl
There was not a dry spot on my body when halftime rolled
around. Some of my filends reported that my iips had started
turning blue, although I remedied that by leaving to go warm
up at one of my friend's dorms after the halftime show. Even
though ] did not stay until the end of the game in order to become a semi-hardcore fan ( 1 .still have to camp out and partid
pate in a tailgate to reach professional hardcore status), this is
one cf the memories tliat I will dust off and admire long after
my career at'Liberty is done, Althougji, ifthere was one thing
I could change about Saturday, it would be to invest in a pair
of rain boots.
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Happy birthday nuclear holocaust
RyTim Mattinv^ly

OPINION EDITOR

Break out the streamers and head to the nearest nuclcar fallout shelter
Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad is
throwing a party. But this.is no ordinary shindig. He plans to
serve the world a recipe of'enriched yellow cake with a side of
p.sychotic, nuclcar-aggressive dictator.
Understandably, Israel is playing the role of "party pooper,"
But now other nations are starting to take off their party hats
with the discovery of Iran's underground nuclear bakery.
'"Ihe islamic Republic of Iran has been building a covert
uranium enrichment facility near Qpm for several years," President Barack Obama announced Sept. 25 at the G20 summit
in Pittsburgh. "The existence of this facility underscores Iran's
continuing unwi llingness to meet its obligations under U.N. Security Council resolutions and (International Atomic Energy
Agency) IAEA requirements."
Always one to clown around at political parties, Ahmadinejad claimed the new bakery was simply cooking up "peaceful
nuclear energy," according to the Wall Street journal. Unfortunately for Ahmadinejad, some downer, balloon-popping scientists decided to cra.sh his nuclear party
The lirst tact is that Iran's facilit)' only contains .1000 centrifuges, according to the UK Guardian. To put into pinpricking
perspective, it requires "tens of thousands" of centrifuges running to produce commercial nuclear energy, according to the
UK Guardian.
"In terms of producing a commercially viable, commercial
scale enrichment facility (Iran's new facility) makes absolutely
no sense from either a technical or an economic point ofview,"
Jacqueline Shire of the Institute for Science and International
Security .said, according to the UK Guardian.
"If you want to produce bomb-grade material potentially
you only need ,\000," Shire explained to the UK Guardian.

As Ahmadinejad has made infinitely clear in the past, the first
bite of nuclear baked goods is going straight to Israel,
"Israel must be wiped off the map," Ahmadinejad said in
2005, according to the UK Telegraph. "Tliey should know that .
they are nearing the last days of their lives."
Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu is expected to
RSVP with force ifAhmadinejad's nuclear extravaganza gets off
the ground.
"Tlie real danger is that Iran could become one gigantic suicide bomber," Netanyahu warned, according to the UK Telegraph.
In 20(.)7, Netanyahu stated that in three years Iran would possess the nuclear capability to "wipe out six million Jews," according to the UK Telegraph. This coincides with the US. intelligence report that die new facility will be able to enrich uranium
by 2010, according to the Wall Street Journal.
"Iran is breaking rules that all nations must follow, endangering the global nonproliferation regime, denying its own people
access to the opportunity they deserve and threatening the stability and security of the region and the world," Obama said at
the G20 summit.
Being a party pooper never seemed so cool. But even with
the world's nuclear police alerted, Iran's birthday bash is far from
being shut down. And if Ahmadinejad's yellow cake is allowed
to enrich and bake, it will prove to be a recipe for disaster, threatening to frost the entire world in calamity
'llie candles on Ahmadinejad's nuclear facility must be blown
out, before we are blown aivay by Hiroshima's kiss.

1 am usually not the type to openlyj;pealc tny mind l^j^f^l
• when it comes to politic.s. 1 usually^ast my vote for the
•filection, and only voice my opinion wheaasked.
. A t a speech ill Atlanta, former President JimiTiy
Carter accused South Carolina Rt;p. Joe Wilson and
the^ajority who opposeObamacare of racism.
Charter commented t h a t , T h e intenr.ely demonstrated animosity toward President Barack Obama is based
on the fact that he is a black man, that hes African
American."
Like (.barter, 1 have grown up i t t ^ e South and have
seen racist tensions. Where I come from, 1 have many
black fnends, I have been a member of a black church
and have sat under a black pastor. I have worked with
and .supported black missions organizations around
the world.
1 foundjimmy Carter and other politicians accusations cif racism towards southerners, republicans and
other politicians to be a personal slap in the face. Tlie
'Wilson accusations of racism arc based on the fact
that he is a M'hite, republicaji, southern American,
'
New York Rep. Charles Rangel had this to say alter
\ . using race as the reason for the rejection of health '
care, "Tliat is the right to live as human beings and not
negotiate with white Southerners and not count die
- ,votes."
'
. I believe such comments acid racial tcnsionlo this
nation. Are wenot allowed to voice our opinion of our
. president or question our president, without being ac• cused of racism; What kind of impact will .such comments have on the black view ofwhite Americans ?
I recognize that there may be a few who hold the
view trhat Carter expressed, but the majority believe
lat America needs a different change, a change that
ill bring more freedom to Americans and less cont'olofgovemmeni:^.
Mr. Carter, you lie, and 1 will remain silent no more.
^

Ben Lesley

Contact Tim Mattingly at
tmattingly(®liberty.edu.
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Laughing in the face of hardship
directs it at something positive.
The Make a Wish Foundation has been implementing the
Gambling is a cause of countless problems. It has forged ad- idea of using diversions to give hope to children dealing with
diction, broken banks and destroyed families. But for one lucky life-threatening illnesses, according to the mission statement.
Countless individuals have been blessed by this organization
woman from New York, gambling was the perfect distraction.
Recendy diagnose4with breast cancer, Nicole Rowe decided and many have been fortunate enough to survive their illnesses.
Every minute of a cancer patient's day is filled with thoughts
to travel to Atlantic City and enter a women's poker tournament
for charity. Urged by her friends, she used the trip as an escape of cancer, of pain and of death. Sometimes the best thing to
do is take a break and not think about cancer, if even just for a
from her grim situation.
"The whole reason was to keep my mind off of reality which is moment.
Rowe's trip to Atlantic City proved more impactful than as a
cancer," Rowe told A O L News.
simple distraction. She used the opportunity to talk to the cither
Using distractions to deal with pain is no new revelation.
"Surgeons used humor to distract patients from pain as early women at the tournament about her disease and the importance
as the 13th century," researchers at the Cancer Treatment Cen- of receiving baseline sonogram exams in addition to traditional
mammograms, according to AOL News,
ters ofAmerica (CTCA) said.
Although Rowe only won second in the tournament, the
Studies have revealed episodes oflaughter help to reduce pain,
decrease stress-related hormones and boost the immune system, winner donated the entire winnings to three charities, including
the Susan G. Komen for the Cure Breast Cancer Foundation, in
according to the CTCA,
Many cancer treatment centers have incorporated various di- Rowe's honor
As studehts, we have been told that focusing is the key to comversion methods of therapy The C T C A have taken the axiom
"Laughter is the best medicine" to a new and practical level. 'Iliey pleting the task at hand. But when life gets tough, perhaps it is
better to find our own distractions and laugh.
argue that laughter has many proven medicinal purposes.
Many people underestimate the importance of a good
Contact Rachel Barker at
laugh. Tliere is a connection between why we enjoy laughrebarker(a'libertyedu.
ing and the benefits to our overall health. Laughing helps to
divert our attention from the negative aspects of our lives and
Rachel Barker
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Feeding the hungry mouths of America
By Katie Bell

OPINION REPORTER

A delectable sourdough bread bowl of broccoli cheddar
soup with sweet tea is a favorite meal for liberty students to
partake of at Lynchburg's local Panera Bread. Tlie meal costs
about $ 10. And while we enjoy delectable bread bowls, a local
family goes hungry.
Tlirough food banks we can provide an entire meal for one
individual for 29 cents, which is less than the price of a postage
stamp, according to foodbankonline.org. With the same $10
we spend dining out, a food bank could feed 34 people,
Tliere exists a real crisis in America. People are hungry Citizens who a year ago would never have thought they would
need the assistance of a food bank or a soup kitchen have become frequent patrons. Our nation's economy is the worst it
has been since the Great Depression. People are laid off with
bills to pay and families to feed.
"We are seeing many faces, both new and familiar. But
the new faces we're seeing are impacting us greatly So many
people have lost their jobs, their homes and their livelihoods," Director of Communications for Blue Ridge Area

our socioeconomic status
whether $ 10 is chump change or
Food Bank (BRAFB) Ruth Jones said.
we can all help feed America's liungry
As a result, the BRAFB has experienced a 24 percent in- our weekly budget
crease across their network. The BRAFB serves 25 counties We can organize a food drive with our brother or sister dorms,
and nine cities in Virginia, which covers 12,000 square miles. clubs, athletic teams or intramural teams. Ihousands ot pounds
In Lynchburg alone, it feeds approximately 15,000 people each o f f o o d could be donated tor Lynchburg's hungry if groups
month. Tine BRAFB expects to di.stribute 1.9 million meals this across our campus banded together in .support.
year, an increase of400,000 more meals than last year, serving
For those of us who arc "living on prayers" and cannot do4,800 ofthose to children.
nate food, we can donate our time. Volunteers are needed at
Tlie requests for help at local food banks are at an all-time the BRAFB. Get involved by starting a soup kitchen at a local
church. Orwrite Obama a letter, cncouraginghim to roll up his
high.
America needs food banks because seniors who are living sleeves and serve meals at a D.C. soup kitchcn. Change starts,
on fixed incomes cannot afford pay for both medication and after all, with a single act.
food. Our nation's economy has made it more difficult than
ever for people to provide for themselves.
Contact Katie Bell at
kebell2((?libertyedu.
"We're just trying to keep up and be that emergency resource
when people need (it),".said Jones.
Tlie Daily Bread, a soup kitchen in downtown l.ynchburg,
serves meals seven days a week to the hungry, Tliey serve
40,000 jneals a year, which averages to 110 meals per day 'Ihey
only serve for an hour and a half every day
Tlie need for food real and it is immediate. Regardless of
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David Heath exhibit p r e m i e r e s
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Artistic Eye — Michelle Matthews looks at one of the paintings by David Heath in the VCAR Art Gallery.
as Hud,son River School. Heath cited Albert
Bierstadt, Frederic E. Church, .Sanford R. Gifford, John F. Kensett and Fitz Henry Lane as
inHuenceson his work.
"I feel like 1 am dreaming in real life because all the paintings are so realistic when I
look at them," senior Tiffany Hetzlein said,
"1 feel like I am being pulled into another
world."
Heath has exhibited his works in the
United States, Europe and Asia through public, private and corporate collections.
"I know that God had his hand«in it,"
Heath said.
Heath was born in Newport New,s, Va.
and attended Central Virginia Community
College and Virginia Commonwealth University with a degree in commercial art.
Heath always knew that he vyanted to be
an artist and has always held a love of nature.
"My preoccupation with nature and my
artistic aspirations could never be separated,"
Heath said.
'Though art was his lifelong dream, Heath
never looked toward a future as a painter
"I really did not want to paint all through
college," Heath said.
Soon after leaving school, however.
Heath painted a few pictures and sold them
to a friend.
In 1973, Heath made the jump from his
commercial art job to painting full time and
is now described as one of the most talented
landscape artists today
Heath's work is said to show a personal
celebration of the beauty of God's creation.

Cat Hewett

NEWS REPORTER

Look at the color, the strokes, the play
of lights on the scene and get kist in David
Heath's American landscapes. The new Visual
Communication Art's art gallery in the VCAR
department featured its first show Tliursday
with Heath's art exhibit, "Tliis Peaceful Land."
'Ihe waiting line stretched through the hall
and out onto the sidewalk as students, faculty
staff and other members of the community
waited to enter the exhibit.
'llie show, located in the VCAR hall, began
'ihursday night with an opening reception,
'ilie exhibit features many art pieces from native Virginian artist Heath.
"One of my most miportant goals in painting is to encourage the viewer to participate in
the scene, to become lost in my world," Heath
said. '"I he untouched landscape best communicates a sense of timelessne.ss and serenity to
the viewer, while the presence of man limits
the scene to a specific moment in time."
Much of Heath's work comes from the
landscapes of the Blue Ridge Mountains, and
rivers and lakes in Virginia. Heath has also
painted scenes from the Adirondack Mountains in New York and coastal areas of New
England and Virginia.
"We love Virginia," Heath and his wife,
Yvonne Heath, said. "We had opportunities
to go other places, but we just wanted to stay
here."
Heath's work has been described as contemporary in technique and style, but evocative of American art from the 1800s known

according to a Liberty Communications Department flier On the back of each of his original paintings is the caption, "1 found peace in
Jesus ("hrist, my source and inspiration."
For questions about the exhibit, go to Libertyedu or call 434-582-2111. 'Tlie exhibit

is available for viewing until Nov. 9. Gallery
hours are posted a the galleries,
Contact Cat Hewett at
cahewettc^ilibertyedu.

Painting for a cause — Students paint in the courtyard, and shirts
hang on clotheslines to dry (below). .

Clothesline Project brings
awareness to domestic violence
All supplies were donated by area businesses. Tlie decorated shirts were hung on
"Break the silence." "Hands off" "Women clotheslines and then donated to the CADV
for future displays. Aiiotlier display will be
deserve respect."
'These slogans could be found on three coming back through campus in October.
Approximately
million women are
of ths many shirts that hung on clotheslines
around the courtyard last 'Thursday As a part physically assaulted by an intimate partner
of a national campaign, the Student Care each year, and 13 percent of all women will
Office (SCO) partnered with tlie Student be raped during their lifetime, according to
Government Association (SGA) to orga- the US. Department ofjustice and the Nanize the Clotiiesline Project, a progi'am de- tional Womens Study. In Virginia, 18,5 persigned to bring awareness to women affected cent of adults experience intimate partner
by domestic violence. For no charge, Libert)' violence in their lifetime, according to the
students could pick a shirt, decorate it with a Virginia Department ofHealth. Tlie puipose
picture or a slogan and hang it up to display of the Clothesline Project is to bring awareness to the Avomen behind these statistics,
their message.
and
to inspire action by legislature and comH i e project was part of a community effort initiated by the Coalition Against Do- munities to combat domestic violence.
More information about the Clothesline
mestic Violence (CADV) for the 24th judiProject can be found at clotheslineproject.
cial district in the City of Lynchburg.
'Any woman Avho has experienced such org. For further help on campus, please conviolence ... is encouraged to come forward tact the SCO at studentcare(,^liberty.edu.
and design a shirt. Victims' families and
Contact Amanda Baker at
friends are also invited to participate," according to clotheslinepToject.org,
anibaker2(3ilibert)'.edu.
Hie two-hour event was co-sponsored by
the Lynchburg Policc Department (LPD]
and 90.9 Tlie Light, which paivided live
covei'age and Inusic Football team captains;!
Mike Brown, Wes Check and Chris Rocco
also came out to garner participation finm',.
students.
•
"This event motiN-ated student?; to come
out and be a voice against domestic ^iotencfc.
For soniesj^dents, tliey may kjiow .someone
Vf'ho has bden a Aictim ot'domcsfic \iolence.;
Students were able to speak cut in a very-ox?-'
ative Avay for a great cause," SCXD Ufc Ski^
Coordinator Jahet Bivi\\m said.
liimos Eu Os uKuKV
Amanda Baker
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Field Flood — The 1.82 inches of rain that fell in Lynchgburg Saturday made handling the football difficult for the Flannes and Dukes.

Flames doused in wet loss t o JMU
Daniel Martinez

SPORTS REPORTER

It rained, it poured and the James Mad-

minutes and kicked a 35-yard field goal to

Coming off a field goal by the Flames, the

take a 3-0 lead.

ensuing kickoff buried the Dukes deep

"[It's] very disappointing," Rocco said

in their own soggy territory It was at that

of the loss, which dropped the Flames' re-

point that the game changed.

cord to 2-2. "I don't see it as demoralizing

"I said all week long [ j M U ] was fast

h o m e team down by two touchdowns.

ison University Dukes roared to a 24-10

and aggressive and they showed it," Lib-

win over Liberty on a rainy Saturday night.

erty Head Coach Danny Rocco said of

O n first down from the 3S-yard line,

- we will bounce back and be ready tor

That was what Liberty University's

JMU's early play which established their

J M U quarterback Drew Dudzik took the

next week - but we wanted to beat JMU."

explosive running game.

snap, turned and stuffed the ball into the

"We need to be more consistent," Sum-

arms of tailback Corwin Acker, who had

mers said of the Flames' offense, which

highly anticipated football game, against
one of its classic competitors (Liberty en-

Liberty did not waffle, though, and the

tered the game 5-9 all-time against J M U )

Flames answered with an 80-yard drive of

only just become a major player in the

gained 217 total yards (compared to 361

boiled down to at the two-minute warn-

their own, kept alive by a sensational catch

game after Sullivan left with a knee injury

ill last week's victory over Lafayette), 96 of

ing in the fourth quarter.

by sophomore wide receiver Chris Sum-

Acker broke right, and, as Liberty senior

them via the run and 121 via the pass.

Officials predicted a record-breaking

mers. Racing downtield with less than a

defensive end Trey Jacobs later said, "the

crowd of 20,000-plus and Liberty's fans

minute to play in the first quarter. Sum-

ball just got through."

were motivated to show up early and loud

mers wheeled around, caught a 43-yard

yards downfield, eluding even the defend-

By comparison, the Dukes racked

after challenges from J M U students

pass from Beecher and toppled out of

ers who dove to try and trip him up, scor-

up 348 total yards, 301 ot them on the

bounds at the 1 -yard line.

ing the touchdown that Rocco called "the

gi'ound.

-

who had promised to make the 90-mile
trip from their campus in droves to make
their presence felt.

"Tommy just put . the ball in the right
place," Summers said.

Acker raced 65

turning point of the game."

"We need work in both areas," Brown
said. "We need to get better for us to win."

To emphasize his point, he gave an ex-

A slow-building drive was squelched

ample. "[On] the 65-yard run, the safety

By 7 p.m., when Liberty's sophomore

It was a great break for the Flames, who

moments later when Beecher lost his

didn't make the tackle.

multi-position star Mike Brown waited tor

took a 7-3 lead just m o m e n t s later when

helmet in a crowd of players and was hit,

should not have allowed that play to hap-

the kickoff the day's steady mist became

Beecher scurried into the end zone on the

sending him to the sidelines holding a

pen."

steady showers that reminded everyone

first play of the second quarter.

towel to his bleeding face, but would re-

why Liberty's hometown

occasionally

goes by the moniker "Drenchburg."
But J M U defensive end Arthur Moats
would later say tor the

sixth-ranked

They certainly tried. At one tense junc-

turn on the Flames next drive.

Tlie defense

Matthews praised the Flames for a solid
effort, and also gave a nod to the Liberty
faithful.

ture, the Flames punted from deep in their

While the Flames recovered to stop

own territory not even lifting the ball

J M U on the far side of the field - with

"My hat must go oft' to the students.

to midfield, but junior linebacker Chad

a very real chance of gaining great

It's a shame the weather was so bad, [because] it was a great atmosphere."

Brown flattened the J M U returner aftei'

field position and surging for a score

quell

he had gone just three yards. The Dukes

- they were done in when the Dukes'

who

shrugged off this small misfortune, snatch-

Matt

punt

of the players used the rain as an excuse,

were hoping to see the Flames beat

ing up 46 yards on the next five plays, the

over the returner's head, burying the

the Flames will hope for drier conditions

the

fifth of which saw tailback Jamal Sullivan

Flames at their own 29.

Dukes, "We're never intimidated."
"Ilie rain certainly could not
the

excitement
Dukes

of
at

15,132 fans
Williams

Stadium

for the tirst time in 20 years.

Goft' smashed

a 65-yard

Tliough neither Coach Rocco nor any

next week, when they host West Virginia

give them the 10-7 lead with a 5-yard run

Tlie Flames did battle back to stop

Brown gained a solid 25 yards on the

into the end zone. Tlie J M U defense then

J M U quickly after giving up the ball

opening kickoff, but the Flames sput-

managed to hold off the Flames and carry

on downs, but J M U intercepted an er-

tered early despite having senior quarter-

the lead into halftime.

Wesleyan University at 3:30 p.m. next Saturday at Williams Stadium.

rant pass on Liberty's next drive, and

Contact Daniel Martinez at

back T o m m y Beecher back after missing

After the game, Rocco said he believed

six seconds of clock time later, Acker

dpmartinez(3)libertv.edu.

last week with an injury. They turned the

the Flames had "taken control of the tem-

scored a second touchdown, this on a

ball over after just one first down, and the

po" of the game by the beginning of the

13-yard run. The Flames would not re-

Dukes drove 80 vards in six and a halt

fourth quarter, no matter the 10-10 score.

cover, and the clock expired with the

tmrntmSSMii
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RUN FOR THEIR

FREEDOM

What can (Mike) Brown
Daniel Martinez

SPORTS REPORTER

A competitive but decisive loss to West
Virginia, a shootout-turned-blowout against
.North (Carolina Central, a walk-in-thc-parktiirned-nail-biter at Lafayette and n rain soaked
IciRS to in-state rival James Madison: the first
four games of Liberty University's 2009 foothill season have been four very different aff,iirs.
IX-spitc the varying degrees of play by the
Flames, one common thread has connected
all four contests, 'ihat thread is rapidly becoming the most talked-about item in the twotime defending l^ig South Champions' new
season that number 10 can play
Liberty's 33-20 Sept. 5 loss to West Virginia
University was disappointing to the Flames
faithful despite the team's solid effort - but
what really jumped out at the team's following
were the stats compiled by redshirt sophomore Mike Brown.
In tlie game, Brown spent time at wide receiver, running back and kickoff returner, gaining a total of 271 offensive yards and tying for
the lifth-best mark in school history He won
|5ig South Offensive Player of the Week honors
and turned heads across the country But there
was .1 wrinkle; he can also play quarterback.
Shortly after an injury ended senior quarterback Tommy Beecher's night in the Sept.
12 home opener against the N C C U Eagles,
Brown began taking the snaps behind center
for the re.st of the game. He finished 10-for-12
for 71 yards and a touchdown and also rushed
for 37 yards and another score.
'Hie next week-, with Beecher still out of action, Brown made his first collegiate start at
quarterback in the Sept. 19 meeting against
the Lafayette Leopards. He promptly won
Big South Offensive Player of the Week with
a superb 29-for-36,256 yard, one touchdown
passing performance coupled with an 88-yard
haul on 20 rushes. Behind their sterling quartetb^ck, the Flames won 19-13.
, .While Liberty fans - and opposing defens- are just finding out what a game-changer
'firown can be, his coach and fellow players
have'always known there was something special about him.
"I can remember when we were recruiting
him. We went to watch him practice basket'ba1l, and ! was amdzed at how hard he played

and how much energy he brought to the
team," Head Coach Danny Rocco said.
.\ccording to Rocco, right then, he.said to
himself, "this guy really might be special."
"(He) came to my house the winter of my
senior year, while recruiting me," Brown said.
"[My decision] was between Liberty, Richmond and William & Mary and I visited and
(Liberty) felt like the right place to be."
Brown has certainly seemed special, as he
stretches out his hands for a pass, rears back
and connects with an open receiver, or tucks
the ball under his arm and rushes forward for
key yards, but he is, like all athletes, a fleshand-blood human being as well.
Brown hails from Charlottesville, Va.,
where he was born on Feb. 9, 1989 as ,the
younger of two kids. Growing up, he passed
time not spent in school or church functions
playing football, basketball and baseball and
developing a strong love for each.
Brown admits to having had no clear favorite of the three sports early on, and he starred
in all three at Monticello High School. His
eadiest experience in football was as a running back in youth flag football (which he
began playing at age five), but in ninth grade
- the year the Monticello Mustangs lost the
state'championship - he was tested as a wide
receiver. Hie next year, his second year on
varsity and his first as a starter, he was given
the chance to play quarterback.
"Wherever coach decides to put (Mike), I
know he'll do well," Liberty sophomore wide
receiver Chris Summers said.
Last year. Brown played wide receiver while
Brock Smith dominated time at quarterback,
and, from the get-go this year, he's been playing hard.
"He's been amazing in terms of what he's
been able to accomplish," Rocco said. "The
thing that's so neat is that you look at the stat
sheet for any of our games and your jaw just
has to drop when you look at him,"
"My perception of (Mike) hasn't changed,"
Summers said of Brown in light of Brown's
second Offensive Player of the Week honor.
"We all knew Mike was a leader."
Awards and eye-popping stats have followed Brown early in the 2009 football season,
but Brown is still an ordinary college student.
He has favorite movies (Denzel Washington's
D^j^i Vu), favorite types of music (hip hop,

R&B), a dream (playing professional football
after college), and a favorite Bible verse (Matthew 7:7: 'Ask and it will be given to you; seek,
and you will find; knock, and it will be opened
to you."). He also has a story of faith.
"I've gone to church all my life," Brown said,
referring specifically to New Hope Baptist
of Charlottesville, Years of being churched
brought him to Liberty, and to an eye-opening
moment of self-reflection,
'A pastor that lives next door to me ended
up asking my dad if I could speak to a group
of kids about how I got saved, and 1 realized I
didn't really have a testimony," Brown said, "I
talked to Coach [Ed Gomes] about it, and he
told me maybe you haven't been saved - just
because your mom's a Christian and your
dad's a Christian doesn't mean you are saved.
He asked me if 1 died if I would go to heaven,
and 1 just got quiet."

"Since then," he added, "I've changed a lot,"
A man of football and faith, Brown knows
which one takes priority, even as the key
matchup with sixth-ranked James Mddison
University loomed,
"Don't let whatever sport it is (you play)
become an idol. We (players) are reminded
of that every day, that we're playing to glorify
God's name,"
Brown quoted the late Dr. Jerry Falwell
about the program itself: "If it's Christian, it
ought to be better."
In the words of Coach Rocco, Br-own has
had a "miraculous" start to the 2009 season.
He may see less time at quarterback as Beecher recovers but Brown, who acknowledges
that his on-field talent conies from God, is not
backing down from giving it his all.
Contact Daniel Martinez at
dpmartinez(®libertyedu.

Making the Grade: Cs across the board
Ax(;l Cerny

SPORTS REPORTER

Tlie classrooni just went from chatter and ,
aOte-passing to.a complete silence, minus the
dite kid trying to score points with the teacher
by putting his finger to his lips and looking
around at everyone with a loud "Shhhh!" All
this because of two words from the teacher
that hold a very special meaning here in the
(jLlwrnpion .Sports section, 'Report cards."
••. A f m wee]ks ago, we graded LJbert)''s effort
against one of the stronger football programs
in the nation, the West Virginia Mountaineers.
Grades are out again, this time following another tough loss as Liberty foil to the Dukes of
Iame.s Madison at Williams .Stadium on a very
wet Saturday evening. James Madison came
into Lynchburg ranked sixth in the nation,
while Liberty had just slid their way into the
number 24 spot in the top 25 rankings.
Ihe game was tight most of the way
through, as Liberty got strong support from
15,532 fans, who apparently were not afraid

to get a little wet. As the clock kept ticking, the
rain kept getting harder.
With a downpour like Saturday night's, it
was not surprising that turnovers played a big
factor in the contest, and in the end the Flames
allowed one too many A:i they marched late
in the fourth quarter to even the game back up,
quarterback Tommy Beecher dropped back
and threw his second pick ofthe day across the
middle ofthe field to essentially seal the game
tor the Dukes.
'Ihough some positives can be found from
playing tight with the No. 6 team in the country, this report card is probably one you might
hide from your mom, because Liberty could
have .stolen this victory from James Madison,
Take a look.

OFFENSE: C

C is average right? Well, that might even
be an overstatement, but I am,sticking by it. It
was clear before kickoff'that it was going to be
a rushing battle with the given weather conditions. It is just never effective to go through
the air when it is pouring down rain. Many
probably would have said whoever wins the
gi-ound game will walk away with a victory,
and the Flames definitely did not show up on
the ground.
SPECIAL TEAMS: C+
O n 34 attempts. Liberty averaged 2.8 yards
Yeah, yeah, I hear you saying, "the grades
are all so similar, " but this reflects an overall C per carry 'Tliey also were held under 100 yards
effort, and in true report card fashion, most rushiiig for the fifth game under the Rocco regime. Sure, Beecher gained more through the
students' grades are similar.
Mike Brown's first kickoft" air than the Dukes, and the Flames did a more
return was not lackluster, but effective job ofmixing in the occasional pass to
I honestly thought he might keep J M U on its toes. However, there is going
break something longer in to be no smiley face sticker posted next to the
offensive section ofthe report card.

Re 3X 9net Come Home
to Wglcleh Poncj...
Stop by 3 n 4

the dismal conditions. However, a returner
can only take what the blockers give,
Tlie kick and punt coverage cannot be
dogged too much, though. Tliey did not give
up anything huge in tough tackling conditions,
and I give punter Mike Larsson a little higher
grade for placing three balls inside the 20.

DEFENSE: C

Almost gave them a low B. Of course, you
have to give them credit for giving the team a
chance to win, but giving up 301 yards on the
ground on 50 carries is below average.
In the same tone as the offense, this game
was tailored for the run. Early on, however, 1
thought the Liberty defense might be ready
to bend but not break against the JMU run
as they managed to only give up the field goal
on the l^ukes opening drive, in which they ran
the ball on 11 consecutive plays. As the rain
kept falling and J M U continued to rush, the
Liberty line broke down' eventually, and the
Dukes broke for a few big run.<; that put them
in the lead.
Tlie defi;nse did have two important sacks
and two interceptions, especially Donald
Mann's touchdown saving pick right before
the half to keep Liberty only down three.
J M U matched those totals, and with the harsh
weadier conditions, Liberty needed to win
that turnover battle. No forced fumbles in
such slick conditions was surprising.
Contact Axel Cerny at
acerny(a)gmail.com.
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ALEX TOWEHS

1,5-DrenchedFlames — Fans endure the rain Saturday night as
Ciberty faces James Madison.

. C. JTt^iS MAnKE-

MUi^

2 - Mishandled Package— Mike Brown suffers the'consequence of
a misplayed kickretura
.., '
3 -Soccer Shutdown — Liberty goalie Andrew Madero shuts out
Hpward to give the Flames a.3-0 victory.
4-<ione.Caniping — Flarnes'fapstiimp.outside tHe gates td
ensure frpnt row sfeats at the football game.;.
''
6,8 - Heating up the ice — A/len's h o c k e y sw^pt Witli&m Patters,on
U n i v e r s i t y t h i s wee};;encj, w i n n i n g 14-5 a n d 10-^
V
•
7 - Hauling It in — Chris Su mnief s make^ a n ac robatic eatch on a"
third and long play, leading to Liberty's only touchdown.

X
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Flames roll to 3-0 win over Howard

midfielderjuan Guzman from outside
the 18-yard box. Verville netted the
goal in the lower right hand corner at
•file Liberty Flames men's soccer
the 56th minute mark and put even
team displayed its defensiv(.' prowess
more pressure on Howard to score.
last Tuesday night, blanking Howard University 3-0. On a rainy night
Le.ss than five minutes later sophoat Osboiirne Stadium, the Flames
more midfielder Timothy Bullock
remained crisp in their passing and
scored on a cross pass from Amoo to
execution to blow past a very physical put the Flames up 3-0. Bullock's third
Bison squad. Goals did not come easy goal of the .season helped seal the deal
at first, but Liberty found its offensive
for Liberty, who relied on its defense to
groove while keeping Howard at bay
close out the game.
the entire match.
'Hie Flames out shot the Bisons
Liberty had an early chance to score 14-4, a Stat that is a testament to libin the 10th minute from sophomore erty's dominant defensive play Goalie
Darren Amoo, but Howard goal- Andrew Madero made one save and
keeper Victor Tliomas stretched high recorded his fourth shutout of the seato punch the top shelf shot over the son. Thomas made seven saves for the
Bison.
cro.ssbar
Coach Jeff Alder was pleased with
The Flames kept up the offensive
pressure, and controlled the ball for his team's execution even in the le,ss
a large chunk of the game. The pres- than desirable conditions.
sure paid olf, and in the 25th minute
"We felt if we could move the ball,
Amoo got a second chance to score, and move off the ball, we could create
and he fired a shot past' Thomas to give some mismatches and hopefully get
Liberty the lead 1-0. The goal marked behind them," Alder said.
Amoo's sixth ot the season and was as'T thought we did a very good job,
sisted by midfielder Phillip Asewch.
especially in the wet conditions, of reAfter halftime, the Flames came ally moving the ball and changing the
out even more aggre.ssive, matching point of attack. Our guys were very
the physical play of l-loward, but with good at getting the ball down and playmore controlled ball movement. Alex ing (it)."
Alder also credited not only the
Verville scored the second goal ot the
contest off a nicely curved pa.ss from midfielder attack for the win, but also
Jettery Scott

SPORTS REPORTER

the accurate passing and corner kicking of the team.
"Tonight we had some very good
runs from our forward and our attackingmids," Alder explained. "But 1 think
our service was very good. But we had
a very good game against Radford.
We created some chances. We knew
the goals were coming, we just had to
keep at it, and really tonight our passing and the balls we played through
were just spot on perfect."
Tlie win moved the Flames record
to 4-1-1 on the season.
liberty's next match was scheduled
for Friday night again.st the defejiding Big South Champion Winthrop
Eagles, hut unfortunately due to excessive rain in the Lynchburg area,
the game was postponed. For now,
the Flames must wait for the make-up
date (Oct. 31 at Osbourne Stadium)
for their chance to prove themselves
against the defending champs, ,
Alder said his squad is definitely up
for the challenge.
"Winthrop is the team to beat," Alder said. "Tliey won the title last year,
so our guys are really excited about
matching up with the best in our conference to see how we stand."
Contact Jeff',Scott at
jdscottcifliberty.edu.

El.l OvtiUMliS'

Lady Flames beat Winthrop, Coastal & sweep weekend
erty's Kelly Haseman, who recorded a career-high 23 digs,
Coming off a tough lo.ss exceeding the 20-dig mark for
the previous week at Huke, the fourth time this .season.
Other contributors were
the Lady Flames opened up
Big South play by hosting the setter Kallie Corbin, who
Winthrop Eagles Friday eve- recorded 47 assists and a
season-high 16 digs, and
ning at the Vines Center.
'Ihe 488 fans on hand at Chelaine McCarty who hit
the Vines Center were treated a match-high .355 with a seato a marathon-like fifth .set, son-best 15 kills.
"I wanted to really just kill
which lasted 30 minutes and
included 17 ties. T he match them in three because it's
finally came to an end when Winthrop and 1 love beating
Winthrop's Kelsey Hall com- Winthrop," McC'arty said.
Junior Nicki Scripko also
mitted a ball-handling error,
making the final score 27-25, played well, leading all players
with six kills during the midin tavorofthe Lady Flames.
It was a career ni^ht tor Lib- dle stanM. She was also one of
Chris McNair

SPORTS REPORTER

cmpus

two Lady Flames to record a
double-double on Friday, with
16 digs and 19 kills.
Cbming off"the loss against
a formidable opponent in
Duke, a young Flames squad
responded in a way characteristic of a veteran team..
Liberty volleyball Head
Coach Shane Pinder believes
that the youth on their team
• are the focal point of this challenge.
"You're talking about a
young team in a lot of positions. Tonight we had three
true freshmen on the floor,
and freshmen tend to play
with their confidence," Pinder

11
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said. Tlie fifth set had a "seesaw effect", as both teams kept
scoring alternatively Accordiiig to Pinder, that was simply
a result ofbodi teams' heart
and poise.
"You saw two tough teams
with a lot of heart in that situation that were both playing
well with a lot of confidence
and nobody wanted to lose,"
Pinder said.
"Our kids' poise — again,
they never gave the lead up
t.lown the stretch. We always
kept the advantage," Pinder
said.
The Lady Flames hosted
the Coastal Carolina Chanticleers on Saturday at 2 p.m. at
die Vines Center.
In this rematch of the 2008
Big South Championship title
contest, Chelaine McCarty
recorded a career-high 22 kills
and match-high eight blocks,
helping Liberty capture the

win against the Chanticleers.
McCarty got off" to a fast
start in the opening stanza,
with five of her 22 kills coming during a 13-6 surge. Tlie
Chanticleers answered with a
9-1 run of their own, reclaiming the lead at 15-14.
Aided by strong play from
Sierra Livesay reigning Big
South {""layer of die Week, the
Chanticleers were triumphant
in tlie first set. She hit .444
with five kills.
Because of Coastal Carolina's strong play as of latq.
Coach Pinder knew that they
would be difficult to beat
coming off'big wins over High
Point and Wake Forest. According to Pinder, teamwork
and players stepping up in the
clutch is getting Liberty wins.
"Eveiy night so far in our
wins there's been a different
kid step up to get us to that
point, so that's the gi-eat thing

about this team, a lot pfpeople
can do it," Pinder sai
Pinder also hinted at a
possible comeback for Karyl Bacon next match versus
Radford, • depending on her
jumping ability at the end of
the week.
Setter Kallie Corbin believes that with this win, as
well as the win over Winthrop,
they have sent a me,ssage to
the Big South,
"We want to send a message to the Big South saying
we are supposed to be number one," Corbin said.
'llu' Lady Flames will be
on the road fbr eight of their
next 10 matches. The stretch
begins Friday at 7 p.m., when
they visit Presbyterian. Liberty will aim to avenge a 3-2
loss at the Templeton Center
last season.
Contact Chris McNair at
cjmcnair(a'liberty.edu.
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Pi^le: Dr. Ritchey
Emily DeFosse'
The best professors teach what they know.
Dr. Jeffrey Ritchey has first-hand experience
to supplement the church and missions class
he began to teach at Liberty this semester.
'Originally from.southern Texas, Ritchey
went to .school at Hardin-Simmons and got
an undergraduate degree in music. While
at Hardin-Simmons, he found his interest in
missions had grown beyond the few trips he
had gone on as a student.
T was a student with a music degree planning to go into ministry," Ritchey said. "1 had
come to a school with a lot of missionary kids
... Tliey opened my eyes to a bigger world. It
was there 1 felt the call to missions,"
From Hardin-Simmons, Ritchey and his
wife, Brigitte, attended Southwestern Seminary where he got a Master ofDlvinity, Master
of Arts in Education and a Ph.D.
Ritchey said his wife grew up in Africa as a
missionary kid, so missions was nothing new
to her when they were callfed by the International Mission Board to serve in Croatia.
Tlie Ritcheys' call to Croatia came shortly
after the fall of the Berlin Wall and the fall of
communism in eastern Europe.
"By the time we were ready to go, the whole
communistic era fell with the coming down of
the wall, so there was a big push for missionaries to go to former communist countries,"
Ritchey said.
The fall of communism left the country of .
Croatia in a time of war and transition that
created unique ministry opportunities for
Ritchey and his wife.
"We '."isvne to give humanitarian aid,"
Ritchey said. "'I1ie fir.st question people would

ask w a s ' W h o do you
represent?'"
Ritchey explained
that there were three
distinct
people
groups vying for
power at that tinie
who would only
provide aid to their
own people; Roman
Catholics, ; Eastern
Orthodox and Muslim.
'
"We're not anybody," Ritchey replied. "We come in
the name ofjesus." .'
"We didn't distinguish. They just
gave food to their
own people," Ritchey
.said. "It didn't matter to us if you were
Orthodox, Catholic
or Muslim. W e gave them food because they
needed'to eat, and they began to trust us."
Because of the humanitarian aid they supplied without prejudice, people trusted them,
and they were able to share their faith and
plant churches among the people of Croatia.
Ritchey's daughter, freshman Kimberiy
Ritchey, can still recall her family's mini.stry in
Croatia.
"It took a long time to build relationships
and show by example that we cared for them,"
Kimberiy Ritchey said. "When yoy show
people you really care enough to take the time
to learn their language and culture, they are
much more responsive to hearing the good

Run for their freedom...

Run for their Lives
Cheryl Cooper

FEATURE REPORTER

Pun was married at the age of 16 because
she was unwanted by her family Her hqsband
died and left her in debt.
Pun was forced to work at a bar in Bangkok's
red light district. She serviced 10 customers
per month. Each customer paid $24 to have
her for 24 hours.
Tlianks to Beginnings and Freedom 4-24,
Pun and many
women in Tliailand
receive an education and are freed
from prostitution.
In 'Hiailand an
estimated $300 milI'HOTO PHDVinEI)
lion is sent , home
yearly by women engaged in prostitution, according to www.fi-eedom4-24.com. O n Oct.
24, residents of Lynchburg, Va., and the" surrounding area will have the opportunity to
give Tliai women like Pun freedom for one
night through an event called Run For Tlieir
Liks(RFTL).
RFTL races will be held at Heritage High
School, and includes a 1 Ok, 5k and a I k for
children, Tlie entrance fee is $24 per person,
and 100 percent of the proceeds are used for
the benefit ofTliai women, according to Sarah
Kline, one ofthe chieforganizers of RFTL.
"We have enough sponsors ... so that when
you sign up, ever)'thing is 100 percent going
toward Freedom (4-24)," Kline said. "We
want to make it as family friendly as possible,
because these girls don't have any family."
Freedom 4-24 is the organization that gave
birth to R F T L and was founded in 2009 by
Christine Pettit, Kline's sister and a Liberty
student
In the summer of2008, Pettit went to Tliailand for five weeks to work with a ministr)'

called Beginnings. According to Pettit, Beginnings works with sexually exploited women in
'Hiailand, and Bangkok specifically
"I lived right at the center there, where former prostitutes w h o have come out of (prostitution) are living," Pettit said, "I couldn't get
the women and their stories out of my mind.
So that's kind of how Freedom 4 / 2 4 started.
I wanted other people to know about their
plight as well as figuring a way for our generation to get involved."
According to Kline, many times women are
forced into prostitution as a way to provide for
their families. Families, usually from poor rural communities, pick a daughter and send her
into the city, knowing full well how she will be
earning a living.
"What they (Beginnings) do is they will go
to the bars, and they will pay ... the bar fee,
and they will offer the women a night to just
come and relax, and just ... be loved," Kline
said,
Tlie $24 for 24 hours that the women earn
is what inspired both the name of Freedom
4-24 and the entry fee for RFTL, according to
an article in Lynchburg Living.
R F T L was the idea of pastor Steve Pettit of
Brentwood Church in Lynchburg who went
with his daughter Christine Pettit on an earlier
trip to Tliailand in the summer of2007.
"(Illegal prostitution in Tliailand) is such a
huge issue, yet we are so blind to it," Kline said.
"So how can we make (prostitution) an unavoidable issue in the United States? We want
this to become humongous, like the Boston
Marathon.
For more information about Run For Tlieir
Lives, visit runfortheirlives.net. For more
information about Freedom 4-24, visit freedom424.com.
Contact Cheryl Cooper at
ccooper2^1ibertyedu.
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news ofjesus Christ."
Ritchey's oldest daughter Kristen is a junior
biology major at Liberty, and Ritchey's wife is
working on her Ph.D. in counseling. Tliey also
have a son w h o is a sophomore at Jefferson
Forest High School.
Ritchey and his wife hope to share their passion for missions in mentoring relationships
with Liberty students.
"My wife and ! both want to be really involved with the missionary kids on campus,"
Ritchey said.
His transition from teaching the past four
years at a small seminary in Alberta, Canada,
to Liberty University is an exciting one, but it
is not without its challenges.

"1 came from a smaller classroom environment at a seminary in Canada which allowed
for more professor-student interaction,"
Ritchey said. "I've come to a place where i
know I will eventually be teaching a class of
100 plus students (it will be challenging) to
try to find a way to stay connected with students."
Contact Hmily l.")cFosse at
ebdefosse(('?libertyedu.

October 5 is the last day to register to vote in
the fall election.
Visit the Information and Reference Desk
on the first floor of the ILRC,

"Take
the one test
you can't
flunk!'

-Chris & Robin
Founders

Our way beats their way.
If you don't agree, it's Free.
Toasted artisan bread stuffed way over code with hot, juicy,
smoked turkey breast, sweet honey ham, and monterey jack cheese,
if the first bite doesn't blow you away, you get your money back.

Buy the Medium J^^T^
Hook & Ladder Sub $ q 4 9
Get Chips and a Medium
Fountain Drink on the House.
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SUBS
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FOUNDED BY FIREMEN-

Flnd our nearest Lynchburg location at 4018 Wards Road
e 20M FirehouieSubt. This cpffer nliii with coupon at p«rticlpnin{ rcsounintt. Pricet ind psrucipKion m«y mry.
>w rciUUi-imfordnilk.U.iilt one per cuttoffler.perviaft.Nm valid wich inr othei ofhn Exp. 10/31/09
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LTltimately, 'Annie G ^
Your Gun" is a love story.
"(Hie story) is compacted
because of times sake but ij is
very true they loved each other,"
• Mitdiell said. 1-Avas reading ;in
research that she died when she
was older, in her 60s, and three
weeks later he died because he
, stopped eating bSiiise he loved
hersflhiuch."
Wliile the story is romantic
iix nature it is also a lighthearted
comedy full of familiar songs
that will leave auditnces tapping their toes. Classic show
tunes sucli as "Doin' What
•Glomes Natur'Ily" "Yoti Can't
Get a Man writh a Gun" and
'Anything You Can D o ' make
up the catchy .score.
"I would guess that' most
people would at least recognize two or three songs in this
score," Nelson said. "No mati:(?r what dieir age Ldiink they
will enjoy it."
A great deal of time and
energy went into making this
ishow come tclife.
"I can't even count the
number of hours (spent) on
our front scrim, which is a
painted mural & Its just a
big .show and I think wliat I'm
most happy to see is that we
are able to provide some kind
of spectacle in this sn'iall theater and still hopefully really
entertain the audience while
they are here." ,
The hand-painted scrim
serves as the front curtain and
depicts the main characters
on horseback.
Along with tlie goal of
entertaining the audience,
Mitchell hopes they also take
away the idea that to love is to
saaifice.
"Tliat can even be true as
Christians. Sometimes you have
to make sacTifices (» achieve
what God wasitsyou to achieve,"
Mitdiellsaid.

"There's no business like show
business," That famous line was
in tlie openingpiiraber, and
cQuld be seen in tlifi ^ergy. :
enthusiasm and excitement
actors put into erery song and
sOTe in Liberty Theatres first
praductionofthe2009-2pi0
seasoa 'Annie Get Your Gun."
"Annie Get Your Gun" is a
musical retelling of the historic romancfii.. between Annie Oakley and Prank Buder,
members ofBufFalo Bill's Wild
West show, ,
Assistant professor of tKeatre Cluis Nelson directed the
production,
"One of the fun aspects of this
1 show livas doing research into
BufiloBiM's Wild Wfest and seeing how .,. back in the day they
took a cast of 100-150 people,
generators, theii' own elecltiidt)^.
tlieir own cooks, horees, bears
and buf&lo all the way to Europe
and :toured eounti-ies," Nekon
said,
Tt was amazing. Buffalo Bill
truly was the ariibassador for
Anierica during that time. Tlie
world was enamored with the
Wild West"
Seniorr Melissa Mitchell
took o n the role of Annie
Oakley in her first lead role at
Liberty.
"She (Annie) starts out very
rugged, vejy earthy," Mitchell
said. "(Aiinie) hasn't really
been around j civilization at
all, and she ju.st transforms
throughout the show like a
butterfly coming out of a cocoon,"
High-energy songs and
choreography keep die show
moving fi'om the moment the
curtain opens until the final
bbw.
"One of the biggest challenges in this production is
the amount of choreography
and big dance numbers," Nelki son said. "We really wanted • ' Contact Emily DeFosse at
ro stTC-t<Ji oui' .students in this
ebdefcsse(<?liberty.cdu.
show, and the choreographer,
Mrs. Uiri Provost, did a great
job in stretching thcm.'l

Seabird reaches the shore
Tiffany Edwards

ASSISTANT FEATURES EDITOR

W h e n the main act was announced, the crowd of students in
the Tilley Student Center packed themselves elbow-to-elbow
at the very front of the stage, screaming and clapping when the
band that brought them all together walked onto the stage.
With a simple, "Tliank you," lead singer and pianist Aaron
Morgan led Seabird in its first song for the evening. Fans in
unison requested one more song after the band left the stage
when the concert ended. Seabird returned vvith one last
selection, and as soon as the eager crowd of students sang along
with them, the band left the stage and met fans waiting for
pictures, autographs and a chance to say hello.
After the band's meet and greet, the Champion sat down
with Aaron Morgan, Seabird's lead singer and pianist (pictured
at right), and Ryan Morgan, lead guitarist, to discuss the band,
its fans, and their inspiration.

Where do you get your inspiration for your
music?
Rya'n Morgan: It started with oui' parents, We (Ryan and Aaron
Morgan) were homeschooled, so we have a great relationship
with our parents. They were really conservative. Growing up we
went to a conservative Baptist church, but (our parents) were
lovers of music. And despite the church's convictions, they always listened to Led Zeppelin ... the Beatles, Pink Floyd, The
W h o ... classic rock (and) British music.

Wliat were your expectations for toniglit's
concert? Did you reacli tliose expectations?
Ryan Morgan: We played here last year, and it was an amazing
experience. We loved it. It was a much bigger audience, and it
was really incredible. But people didn't know our music then,
and you could tell. But (even though) they didn't know our music, they loved it. This year, I was fairly surprised to see people

coming to hear us, and singing along with the lyrics. To see
people singing along ... to the music and enjoying themselves
... was great. It definitely exceeded my expectations.

What is your vision for your band?
Aaron Morgan: Well, we definitely want to be the most approachable band ever. We don't care about being the biggest
band ever, but definitely the most approachable, meaning we
want to connect with our listeners. We consider them friends
and family really, because without them, we really wouldn't
be able to do it at all. So that's a big goal for us, to be really
transparent and really honest with people in the songs that
we make, so that way we can tell a story people can relate to
and make their own. I think that's kind of opened some doors
for us, as far as ministry is concerned, for non-believers, just
making sure that we are writing songs that are exciting to all

-TT-r I

people ... that don't just appeal to Christians, but would appeal to music lovers in general, "flirough those songs (we) have
the opportunity to create friendships with people who may
'not know about the Lord.
Contact Tiffany Edwards at
tredwards2(iiiliberty.edu.

To read the full interview visit
iibeity.edu/champion.
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Cheryl Cooper
FEATURE WRITER

Amazement Square, located on
Ninth Street, is home to the Ugly
Bug Ball, a skate park and Virginias
largest outdoor mosaic wall.
Diana Thompson, the annual
fund and membership coordinator
for Amazement Square, encourages
college students to visit the museum.
"We have many events at Amazement Square," Tliompson said.
"They include our annual Ugly Bug
Ball, Gathering of Goddesses, the
Riverflick Film Series and Jammin'
By the James. All of these events are
opportunities for adults to socialize
together and benefit the educational
mission of the museum."
The Riverflick Film Series is "a

line-up of filmi that will w'laisK Viewers away to exotic foreign locations.
Each film screening will be preceded by pre-movie programming
highlighting the film's locale, creating an immersive film experience,"
according to Amazement Square's
Website.
Amazement Square is also home
to several unique exhibits. Among
the most prominent is the City Arts
Mosaic Mural.
"When complete, (the City Arts
Mosaic Mural) will be the largest
outdoor tile mosaic in Virginia at
4,800 square feet," said Tliompson,
"(The mosaic) depicts the history
of downtown Lynchburg along the
James River."
Amazement Square is able to give
Liberty students Christian service

(CSER) credit through volunteer
opportunities.
'Tjberty students can benefit
from Amazement Square by volunteering," Abbott said, "I know
(students) have to perform a certain
amount of CSER hours, and we offer a fun, artistic and creative opportunity to fulfill those. Most volunteers for our organization help out
with special events or facilitate and
interpret our galleries."
The Amazing Children's Run is
one such occasion, according to
Thompson, The race is in conjunction with the Virginia 10-Miler to
promote a healthy lifestyle among
young people by making physical
activity fun and rewarding.
Amazement Square is also opening a new exhibit centered around

the popular wdeo game "Rotk"
Fpr more information ,aboutii
Band," accordingto Abbott.
Amazement Square, visit amaze-'
"(The exhibit) superimposes the mentsquare.com.
image of those playing the game
into backdrops such as outer space
Contact Cheryl Cooper at
or Egypt," Abbott said. "This exhibit
ccooper2(a)liberty.edu,
is completely geared for an older
crowd."

EMIC;A 0'1^OC:K

BUG BALL — A giant-sized bug sits outside Amazement Square.

